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FITT Transition Planning
Future for FITT continued conversation

We left off re-imagining FITT and how the
scope of the team has changed. More
responsive with liaison structure has been
effective addressing faculty concerns. The
question: should this committee dissolve or
transform?

JO - If we continue this trend, if there are no
additional surges, we could dissolve the FITT,
but there would still be a good reason to have
a FITT liaison around. Having a centralized or
specific figure to ask rather than a
de-centralized set of “experts” to reach out to.



DB - An Asst Dean seems the perfect position
to be the point person, but CNRS asst dean
isn’t able to focus on this. If there’s going to
continue to be health-driven policy to impact
classroom. FITT taught us who to ask. Do we
necessarily need FITT? Not sure

CK - It’s not all or nothing. Advanced Planning
meets rarely, shortly. Not a regular meeting,
but have a set meeting time as needed. The
work & conversations are still happening.
FITT could be on “standby”. Can answer basic
questions offline, but we can still pull the
group back to a regular meeting or one-off
meeting. Is there more for Fall planning we
need to discuss as a group at a formal pace?

MF - FITT team was meant to be a planning
body that can react to disaster situation (fire,
smoke, pandemic, etc.) Communication
chains need to be maintained.

FITT Transition Planning
Meeting frequency & duration

Bella - Can we reduce to 1 hour? We feel
comfortable with 1.5 hr time, we’ve filled
with conversations not necessarily
relevant.

MF - 2nd 1 hour.

No objections

Enoch - We will reschedule future
meetings to a single hour and continue
this conversation at a later date.

Risk Management & Safety Updates

Additional Questions & Topics
a) CPS:
b) CAHSS:
c) CNRS:

Dan Q: If there is a classroom exposure can
we ask students to wear masks for the 5
days? What is the current quarantine
situation?

Cris A: So currently anyone who was a direct
exposure and is not boosted would have to
quarantine for a minimum of five days or if
they have any symptoms they would have to
quarantine for 5 days. CDC has a specific
definition for that which counts for an
“exposure.”  Doubt PMG will support faculty
making the call.

Dan Q: What about wellness checks and
symptoms? Things like allergy attacks; etc.
What if student isn’t wearing mask but has



symptoms?

Cris A: We don’t want to get into the business
of interrogating students re: symptoms.
Re-emphasize that if you are feeling ill, the
wellness check is still there; will probably still
be there through the next AY. Students
receive support from instructor if class needs
to be based.

Dan Q: Can we inquire rather than
interrogate?

Cris A: We cannot ask any questions to
students about their health. Perception of
student/staff to questions and comments
about their health. Be cognizant of the power
dynamic. “Are you okay?” is a legitimate
question.

Justus - Messaging from Provost Office or
OAA re: masking and reminding faculty that
there cannot be any retribution against
masks/non masks. Student expressed
concern that there would be retribution
against student with mask from instructor
who vocally hates masks. Reminder:
microaggressions are not welcome here.
Hoping for messaging to send out to faculty.
Language for faculty for class reminders?

Enoch - Will work with Justus to propose text
for Jenn to edit.

Enoch - Sherie asked status of online to f2f
will look like in Fall. Same portions we have
now? 70/30%?

Carmen - Goal is still 70/30; current schedule
is 80/20. Going to reach out to Deans re:
offer flexibility.

Enoch - Designated rooms for students to
Zoom. Spoken to Cyril to maybe set up in
Library; obviously computer labs won’t work
out well if students need to talk.

Breck - Lists of empty classes/labs

Enoch - Students are requesting study
spaces that are mask mandated.

Cris - Need to worry about
enforcement/discipline. Conflicts with campus
policy. It is possible. Slippery slope could
open floodgate to requests that exponentially
increase workload. Very few exceptions



granted for allowing mask mandated.

Enoch - Is there anything preventing an
informal designation of space where we can
social responsibility & self-regulation. Would
there be pushback?

Cris - Yes.

Dan - 70/30; how are we counting? By
section or course? Hyflex or hybrid?
Message sent out that students wanted in
person classes this AY. Don’t know how it’s
counted.

Bella - Counted by section. Does not include
Independent Study courses. Course with
in-person lab and online lecture would be
counted as one each rather than one hybrid
class.

Carmen - We are trying to simplify to help
explain how it’s counted. WASC
considerations. 70/30 was a good target re:
residential campus.

Dan - Our faculty consider our department
face-to-face; little to no interest in online.

Justus - Were you using the “HSU definition”
of f2f? Were hyflex & hybrid counted as f2f?

Bella - Yes they count as f2f; they have an
in-person footprint on campus.

Justus - Some programs are looking to
expand their programs further online; while
other programs are interested in coming back
to f2f. We have to maintain this definition for
at least Fall 22. We can then have a
discussion of going back to the WASC
definition and think about their program as a
whole within that context.

Carmen - In supporting faculty who want to
move more of their program online. We’ve
been sending faculty to the CTL. Do faculty
want to continue hyflex?

Enoch - Support faculty in two ways: if the
program wants to change to online; that
would be a collaboration between
CTL/Carmen & ICC to support programmatic
change. The second way is in course design;
we have resources to help set up courses.
Re: Hyflex; most instructors hate it. Tech
issues; students stop coming in-person.



Some programs are working towards it
(English for example).

Carmen - How can we support faculty who
want Hyflex? It’s also unclear if meetings (not
courses) will be online or f2f.

Cris - In person meetings are on. So many
people working hybrid now, different
workflow. Workplace culture will enforce.
Some locations have moved meetings in
person. Others are keeping up Zoom
meetings. Most of my meetings are Zoom
meetings.

Enoch: For staff currently telecommuting
agreements. Our team meeting today; 3
Zooming in and 5 in person. Disproportionate
number of people working remotely; placing
undue labor towards those now on campus.
Provost; that’s up to departments & deans.
Psych dept has 12-14 faculty, only 4 on
campus.

Justus: 70-80% of faculty in our college are
working remotely; staff are on hyflex
schedules. We’re asking 80% of our students
to be on campus, but our departments are
empty.

Dan: Service responsibilities falling
increasingly on non-tenured faculty as senior
tenured faculty stay home. We can’t have
faculty decide whether a course is online; but
that needs to be determined at the
department level; the Provost could help us
to remind chairs & senior faculty about
moving back to campus.

Carmen: Faculty should be able to determine
on their own at their department level to
decide. Depts decide their culture; mostly f2f
or online? Communicate to their students.
Provost believes that the faculty need to work
this out at the dept level. Catalog is flexible;
can be changed yearly.

Justus - The department has to look at their
curriculum as a whole to determine when it’s
appropriate to change modality. Online or f2f
should be determined by the curriculum and
not faculty preference.

Dan - If we’re in charge we want to know that
we’re in charge.
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*Next scheduled meeting: Tuesday, April 5, 2022

SPECIAL NOTES:


